(Conflict/Resolution)
1 How does the child avoid the murderer that is inside his house?

A He crawls into his closet and hides until the murderer leaves.
B He climbs over the railing of his crib and walks out of the house.
C He sneaks out of a window and goes to a neighbor's house for help.
D He lies very still in his crib, and the murderer doesn't know he is there.

(Main Idea & Details)
2 Mrs. Owens insists on keeping the child after he wanders into the graveyard for all BUT which of the following reasons?

A She never had a child of her own.
B She is instantly attracted to the child's tenderness.
C She promises the child's mother that she will look after him.
D She wants to protect the child from the other residents of the graveyard.

(Cause/Effect)
3 What is the result of the man Jack's encounter with the stranger in the graveyard?

A The man Jack is captured and taken to the police.
B The man Jack follows the stranger back to the child's house.
C The man Jack leaves the graveyard and is unsure why he was there.
D The man Jack sees the ghosts living in the graveyard and runs away.

(Inferences)
4 Why does Silas say that naming the child Nobody will "help to keep him safe"?

A People will be amused by a child named Nobody, so they will not threaten him.
B A child named Nobody will seem ordinary, so people will not pay attention to him.
C The child will be ashamed of being named Nobody, so he will stay out of the public eye.
D There are many children with unique names such as Nobody in the town, so he will not stand out.

(Point of View)
5 How does Bod feel about Silas?

A Bod dislikes Silas and tries to avoid him at all times.
B Bod trusts only Silas and spends most of his time with him.
C Bod is frightened of Silas and refuses to be alone with him.
D Bod relies on Silas to explain things and enjoys asking him questions.

(Character Analysis)
6 Scarlett Perkins can best be described as—

A playful and silly
B bossy and selfish
C curious and smart
D stubborn and unkind